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Overview

This working paper focuses on the role of law in the history of corporate responsibility in the U.S. Recourse to the law for setting standards related to corporate conduct and processes has been a frequent dimension in debates about corporate responsibilities. The paper examines ideas and developments in four areas: corporate personhood; corporate purpose; corporate regulation; and corporate governance. Within this framework, the paper explores ways in which the law both reflects and shapes the cultural context in which corporations have evolved and the debates about the responsibilities of the corporation.
Law and the History of Corporate Responsibility

Introduction

This paper addresses how law has played a central role in the history of corporate responsibility in the United States. The treatment will be illustrative, not exhaustive, and serves to make the simple but important point that a full historical understanding of corporate responsibility requires an appreciation of the law’s significant contribution to the longstanding quest for responsible corporate conduct. In one respect, the spheres of law and corporate responsibility, although clearly complementary, might be seen as distinct, in both theory and practice. Law, after all, mandates – with the full sanctioning power of the state behind it – compliance with specified standards of behavior. Apart from a decision to comply or disobey, there is no real exercise of discretion in abiding by the law. “Responsible” conduct, on the other hand, presupposes the freedom to engage in or refrain from certain conduct. Viewed this way, corporate responsibility concerns can be seen as picking up precisely where legal strictures leave off. Consequently, just as substantive normative debates about legal policy, on the one hand, and corporate responsibility, on the other hand, might be thought to occupy separate if related spheres, so too it might be thought that a history of the latter could be written while being largely unmindful of the former.

Scholarly discourse itself suggests a certain academic “siloing” of law and non-law treatments of corporate responsibility and its history. Both legal and other scholars have written quite extensively on corporate responsibility, and although the literatures occasionally overlap, in recent years the academic discourses seem to be carried out more in parallel than continually and fruitfully interwoven.

The history of corporate responsibility in the United States itself, however, reveals no such neat cabining. The legal vein runs conspicuously throughout historical concerns about corporate behavior, especially in the 20th and 21st centuries with the full emergence of the large, multifunctional, and now global, public corporation. The legal thread, moreover, has two dimensions. First, there is that aspect seen in developments in positive law, whether legislative or judge-made in origin, as more and more of American social life – including the corporate institution – has been subjected to regulation. Second, there is that aspect reflected in the larger legal culture of intellectual discourse about corporate power and appropriate mechanisms for social control of that power and those who wield it. In addition to the importance of taking account of both strands of this legal history in their own right for a full telling of the corporate responsibility story, changes in positive law mandating (or prohibiting) certain corporate conduct reflect a broader
public consensus, a consensus in turn influenced by evolving social beliefs about what comprises “responsible” corporate conduct under changing conditions. Corporations, long deeply embedded in U.S. culture, pervasively affect consumers, employees, investors, creditors, media, philanthropy, scientific research, the environment, communities, and public policy, thereby powerfully influencing the overall quality of life and creating understandable expectations of appropriate conduct. Conversely, by establishing new regulatory standards, legal change periodically ratchets up the level from which ensuing discussions about additional responsible behavior will begin. The law, in short, dynamically reflects, but also shapes, the larger social and ethical terrain in which corporations function and in which discussions about “responsible” corporate conduct take place.

This paper will treat four areas where law historically has both influenced and mirrored cultural expectations concerning corporate responsibility: corporate personhood; corporate purpose; corporate regulation; and corporate governance. Within each of these areas the paper will highlight certain key developments in positive law as well as critical issues in the legal culture’s larger grappling with the phenomena of corporate power and corporate control in a democratic society with a strong private business sector heritage. Part II addresses the subject of corporate personhood, a longstanding and recurring topic that continues to vex, and excite, as seen in the U. S. Supreme Court’s splintered 5-4 decision in the 2010 case of *Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission*. Part III treats the reliably controversial but unremittingly pivotal subject of corporate purpose, a topic that periodically resurfaces following periods of ambivalent dormancy, while it remains a highly contested debate ever lacking in full resolution. Part IV traces briefly, and necessarily selectively, the quite vast subject of the rise of explicit legal regulation as a customary mechanism of social control over corporate conduct, a process that began in the late 19th century and accelerated dramatically in the latter part of the 20th century and the early 21st century. Part V describes various facets of the all-important connection between corporate governance – i.e., the corporate power structure – and corporate responsibility.

Corporate governance is vital to the subject of corporate responsibility because governance involves the law-ordained structure and process by which high-level corporate decisions are made and corporate power and influence are exercised. Where explicit regulatory mandates of the kind described in Part IV are absent and market forces do not tightly constrain, corporate directors and managers have, to varying degrees and by deliberate institutional design, a fair measure of discretion in deciding how they will govern corporations and whose interests corporations will serve. It is the manner in which this legally-sanctioned and highly desirable running room is deployed (and sometimes abused) that, at moments of social stress and turmoil, reopens with some regularity all the subjects that occupy the heart of the debate about corporate responsibility – i.e., corporate purpose (Part III), corporate personhood (Part II), and occasionally, the need for yet additional legal regulation (Part IV). But any apparent accord on these core debates always is, historically speaking, ultimately inconclusive and maddeningly provisional. History readily reveals, therefore, law’s recurrent role in co-producing the story of corporate responsibility.
Corporate Personhood

The Relationship of Personhood and Responsibility

In 1886, the United States Supreme Court famously and tersely stated that a corporation was a legal “person for purposes of the 14th Amendment.” Although a seemingly clear and authoritative pronouncement, the legal nature of a corporation, Professor Morton Horowitz has argued, was not settled by the Santa Clara decision, but remained as hotly contested after, as well as before, 1886. In fact, the issue of what exactly is entailed within the notion of corporate personhood continues to be pertinent to corporate responsibility in 2011, one hundred twenty-five years after Santa Clara. This was seen perhaps most vividly in the remarkable outcry over the Citizens United decision striking down federal campaign finance laws and holding that corporations (and unions) enjoyed a First Amendment right to freedom of speech, including political speech. If the issue of corporate personhood had truly been settled in Santa Clara, or at some point thereafter, such a ruling should not have been unexpected or precipitated such controversy.

The majority of the Court in Citizens United, in seeking to reconcile conflicting lines of precedent, ruled that the identity of the speaker – i.e., whether an individual person or a corporate body – did not constitutionally matter for freedom of speech. The concern in some quarters, however, notably Justice Stevens’ lengthy dissenting opinion, was that such a corporate right might enable wealthy business organizations to excessively influence and distort the outcome of U.S. political campaigns, a crucial element in the healthy functioning of a democratic society. In support of his position that corporations could constitutionally be distinguished from humans, Justice Stevens identified a few obvious ways in which a corporation differs from a “natural person:” limited shareholder liability for corporate debts; perpetual life; separation of ownership of property and its control; and the fact that corporations have no consciences, no beliefs, no feelings, no thoughts, and no desires. These undeniable attributes of corporateness simply made no difference to the First Amendment analysis of the majority, of course. Thus, pointed disagreement continues today over what rights, legally, should go along with modern understandings of corporate personhood.

More basically, the justices in the majority and those in the minority seem to hold competing theoretical conceptions of corporateness, even though neither group elaborated at length on this fundamental point. The majority described a corporation as an “association of citizens,” thereby suggesting that a corporation is best understood as a group of otherwise disaggregated natural persons joining together by agreement to mutually pursue a private endeavor. Such an “association” vision of corporateness does not by itself, of course, specifically distinguish a corporation from a partnership, a limited liability company, or any other non-corporate voluntary association, but is instead a somewhat generic notion. Moreover, it does not give an especially good account of how or why a corporation so viewed – with a range of constituencies likely eager to express diverse views – will easily “speak” with a singularity of voice. This is not expected of other “associations” of humans, or even of an individual human, where a range of “voices” – sometimes honest, sometimes dissembling, sometimes generous, sometimes selfish, and so on – are typically used. The dissent, by contrast, asserted that corporations had been “delegated responsibility for ensuring society’s economic welfare.” This emphasis suggests a public, not merely private, dimension to corporate personhood of a kind permitting retained government limits on political speech. Thus, the two sets of justices openly sparred over the First Amendment rights of corporations but they also seem to be animated by markedly different – if largely unarticulated – visions of corporate personhood and its public or private character.
The significance of corporate personhood for the subject of corporate responsibility goes far beyond the issue of corporate rights, however, whether such rights are constitutional in nature or otherwise, such as the right to own and transfer property, enter contracts, initiate and defend lawsuits, and so on. Recognition of a distinctive corporate personhood also, in the public corporation at least, represented a tacit but historically critical acknowledgment that control over the enterprise had solidified in the hands of directors and managers, not stockholders or other participants, and that the interests of the business enterprise itself could not simplistically be equated with those of either investors or managers. Concerns about the appropriate exercise of this control eventually led, therefore, to far-ranging and ongoing debates about corporate duties, both by corporations themselves and by those business elites who control them. Concerns over fiduciary duties of directors and managers inevitably raised, in turn, the baseline question of corporate purpose, while a conception of corporations as distinct persons facilitated wide-ranging legal regulation of corporations themselves, as distinct from their managers or other participants. Thus, the emergence of, and continued grappling with, a separate corporate personality, historically has been, and still is, a significant issue for corporate responsibility, legal and otherwise. This is true even as the full contours of corporate personhood were being fleshed out – and disputed – over the many decades leading up to, and now continuing after, Citizens United.

The Apparent Decline of Public-Serving Corporateness

The early, pre-Santa Clara phase of the U.S. corporate personhood issue reflected an ostensible dramatic shift in how society perceived the basic character of the corporation. Specifically, the early 19th century saw a turn toward the growing use of the corporate form to conduct business for private gain, a movement that continued and grew throughout the 19th century. Prior to that time, many corporations were charged with carrying out public-serving functions. This public service aspect seems not to have been an explicit legal prerequisite to corporate formation but, instead, reflected in practice a shared belief. Thus, colleges, guilds, and municipalities were often organized as corporations, as were such transportation ventures as canals or turnpikes. As of 1780, by contrast, colonial legislatures had chartered only seven business corporations. By 1800, only about three hundred thirty-five business corporations had been chartered, with most of those being organized just in the last few years of the 18th century. The business corporation as we know it today was not a predominant figure in this country’s early social landscape.

Moreover, corporations during this early period were created by the conferring of a special legislative charter, not via the general incorporation statutes we know today. One reason for this, emphasized recently by Justice Stevens in Citizens United, was that many believed that corporations needed close scrutiny precisely because, as noted above, they were supposed to act consistent with public welfare. Thus it was in the legal process for granting a corporate charter, not in the substantive requirements of the law itself, that the public-serving character of corporateness was, in theory, to be assured. The general incorporation statutes, now familiar in every state, did not arise and spread until the early and middle decades of the 19th century, but then took hold very quickly. Special corporate charters, even if purportedly doled out to assure consistency with public welfare broadly speaking, fostered perceptions of political cronyism in gaining corporate status, a perception that led to their decline. Thereafter, with special legislative action being unnecessary to obtain a corporate charter, corporate status became widely available and there remained no legal mechanism to ensure that corporations, once formed, must actually serve some “public purpose.” This change in legal procedure for corporate formation, therefore, had profound negative implications for the public-serving character of corporations even though it was not disavowal of that character of corporateness, but concerns about cronyism, that ended special chartering.
An illustrative statement of the early “public-serving” belief about corporateness can be seen in a 1809 Virginia Supreme Court opinion affirming the legislative chartering of an insurance company: “[t]hey ought never to be passed, but in consideration of services to be rendered to the public…. It may be often convenient for a set of associated individuals, to have the privileges of a corporation bestowed upon them; but if their object is merely private or selfish; if it is detrimental to, or not promotive of, the public good, they have no adequate claim upon the legislature for the privileges.”18 The Court twice referred to the “privileges” of corporate status. This judicial opinion exemplifies the belief that there was, in the early 19th century, no inherent legal right to carry on private business in the corporate form.

By the time of the 1819 Supreme Court decision in Dartmouth College v. Woodward,19 this express “public body” conception of corporateness was in apparent decline. An abiding societal concern with responsible corporate behavior did not by any means disappear during this period, however, but found fuller expression in strict regulation of corporations – both within corporate law, initially, and later, when corporate law ceased being regulatory,20 through other laws21 – and later, through protracted debates about corporate purpose.22 Moreover, the Dartmouth College case itself still emphasized the legally-constructed and “unnatural” character of a corporation, preserving in this manner a powerful mechanism of social control over corporations even if corporations could now serve private interests. The Court stated as follows: “A corporation is an artificial being, invisible, intangible, and existing only in contemplation of law. Being the mere creature of law, it possesses only those properties which the charter of its creation confers upon it.”23 Although the Court acknowledged a state’s power to grant or withhold attributes upon formation of a corporation, it did not permit a state to later alter those attributes. The Dartmouth College decision itself followed an 1804 Supreme Court decision – Head & Armory v. Provident Insurance Co.24 – likewise emphasizing that corporations had limited powers and must strictly conform to legally prescribed modes of acting. In other words, corporations – unlike natural persons – possessed only those traits conferred by law, whether they served private or public interests.25

It is important to modern understandings of corporate personhood to remember that the “artificial being” language from the 1819 decision in Dartmouth College was expressly invoked about one hundred seventy years later in a landmark 1987 Supreme Court decision – CTS Corp. v. Dynamics Corp. of America – upholding Indiana’s anti-takeover statute against constitutional attack.26 That statute – like many of that era – originated in legislative disdain for the rampant takeover activity of the 1980s that was widely thought to be socially harmful.27 The Supreme Court’s 1987 pointed use of the Dartmouth College language suggests that Professor Horowitz was wrong in asserting in 1992 that the “grant” theory of corporateness – i.e., that the corporation was an artificial being, created by the state with limited, legally-endowed powers – had eroded by the late 19th century.28 If it had eroded at that time, as Horowitz contends, then it sprung to life again in 1987 as the Supreme Court upheld state efforts to curb investor hopes of receiving premium-carrying takeover bids29 by relying, in part, on just that basis. The Supreme Court may not today have a fully settled conception of corporate personhood – as evidenced by the dueling opinions in Citizens United – but it apparently has not altogether jettisoned the position that corporations possess only those features with which they are endowed by law and that legislatures may advance the public welfare through corporate statutes.

This vein of legal thought, that corporations, even if eventually gaining a fuller measure of legal personhood in the one hundred twenty-five years from Santa Clara to Citizens United, still were not wholly “natural,” but were legislatively endowed with – rather than inherently possessing – certain traits, has never entirely disappeared, Professor Horowitz notwithstanding. This is true even as modern corporate statutes – such as the influential Model Business Corporation Act – broadly liken corporate powers to those of individuals, in conferring on corporations the “same powers as an individual to do all things necessary or convenient to carry out its business and affairs.”30 Apart from such express legislative grants of corporate powers, moreover, one wonders how else such powers – or such “unnatural” features
as limited liability and perpetual duration – would arise. The attributes of limited liability and perpetual
duration do not arise simply by agreement of those private parties to form a corporation. Rather, such
agreement is a necessary condition to forming a corporation but it is not itself a sufficient condition to
endow corporations with those unusual traits. Moreover, under the reserved power to amend corporate
statutes,31 states can and do amend corporate statutes in ways corporate participants themselves might
find objectionable.

Modern legislatures may, as a matter of practice, therefore, confer broad powers and other attributes
on corporations, but, under the never-renounced reasoning of Dartmouth College and CTS, it is not clear
that they must do so. Citizens United notwithstanding. Citizens United simply presupposes a corporation
with typically broad modern powers ordained by state law and holds that such a full-formed corporation
enjoys First Amendment rights. It does not hold – or even address – whether states must in fact confer
broad powers on corporations in the first place. The text of the First Amendment, after all, prohibits
government actors from making a law “abridging” freedom of speech. It does not, however, affirmatively
create or confer such a right on a corporation where a state chooses not to do so by refraining from even
granting that power, and a corporation never having a capacity to speak cannot be said to have had such
a non-existent right “abridged” by government action. Citizens United does not hold to the contrary. If
it did, it would clash squarely with the enduring teachings of Dartmouth College and CTS. Perhaps it is
for this reason that the majority in Citizens United sidestepped the fundamental issue of corporateness
in favor of its more amorphous “association of citizens” conception. This notion permits a full-voiced
corporation to engage in political speech because such a corporation is, in the majority’s eyes, just an
“association of [natural] citizens.”32 This resolution permits the typical, broadly-empowered modern
corporation to speak while avoiding the issue – not before it – of whether a state under Dartmouth Col-
lege and CTS could, if it chose, constitutionally create politically “voiceless” corporations by electing not
to endow them with that particular trait in the first place.

For corporate responsibility, the issue then is not simply what are, throughout history, the substantive
contours of emergent corporate personhood but, more importantly, who in society determines those sub-
stantive contours. Having seemingly abandoned in the early 19th century an insistence that corporations
serve public welfare in some fashion, states today could elect to reassert unique control over corporations
to make them more socially responsible, under an artificial person theory of the kind last endorsed in
CTS. That states do not often – the statute upheld in CTS being a notable exception – use their corpo-
rate statutes to control the activity of corporations formed for private gain so as to achieve public-serving
outcomes, does not mean they lack power to do so. We should not confuse a longstanding custom – even
one stretching back to the 19th century – with legal necessity. Thus, even today, corporate law could easily
be used to modulate corporate conduct in a more responsible, public-serving manner by altering the core
attributes of corporate personhood.

Corporate Personhood as Distinct
Entity or Aggregation of Individuals

The second historical phase of the corporate personhood issue did not directly involve the earlier public
versus private-serving character of the corporate function but, instead, raised more pointedly the legal-
existential question of what a corporation really “is.” Was it simply an aggregation of human individuals
or was it a separate entity – whether “natural” or “artificial” – distinct unto itself?33 This question, as
Professor Horowitz observes,34 was not settled by, but only intensified on the heels of, the 1886 decision
in Santa Clara. Moreover, the legal and philosophical tussle over the “true” nature of corporate person-
hood became meaningful only in light of the dramatic growth in the number of corporations – and their
rising socio-economic prominence – throughout the 19th century.
As described by business historian Alfred Chandler, the partnership form of business remained the standard vehicle of business enterprise until well after 1840. The partnership form was used in a broad array of businesses, whether small merchants and storekeepers offering goods and services locally or wealthy merchant bankers engaged in more far-flung financial activity. Dramatic improvements in transportation technology – i.e., railroads – during the 1840s, and later development of communication technology – i.e., the telegraph and telephone – permitted the dependable inflow of raw materials into, and the outflow of finished goods from, U.S. factories on an unprecedented scale. Both the production and the distribution of goods could, technologically, take place at much higher levels than before. This, in turn, necessitated large amounts of financial capital as well as skilled managers, and often mass production was combined with mass distribution within a single business firm with regional and national reach, whether that firm grew internally or by merger with other smaller enterprises.

Business historians attribute the rise of the corporation to its remarkable capacity to support these macro business trends. The corporate form permitted accumulation of vast (and committed) capital due to the divisibility of investor equity into numerous “shares” of corporate stock. Eventually, unlike the case with partnerships, legal rights to a significant degree resided with (or at least were based on) the “stock” itself, not the “stockholder.” Complex manufacturing enterprises also required people with specialized technical and managerial expertise, persons who very likely did not also provide most of the financial capital. Limited liability – which developed haltingly, even into the early 20th century – largely immunized passive investors from corporate liabilities, unlike 19th century partnerships, thereby inducing their participation in ventures they did not manage. Conversely, creditors of investors could not reach corporate assets, effectively partitioning such assets for access by business creditors only. These features made far greater legal and conceptual sense – not to mention linguistic simplicity – if a corporation were considered a person or entity distinguishable from both its investors and managers. Nonetheless, around the turn of the 20th century an intense academic debate over corporate personhood ensued, with some advocating precisely such an “entity” theory of corporateness in which the corporation was viewed as legally distinct from its constituents, and others urging the “aggregation” theory in which corporations were simply viewed as aggregations of individuals.

Eventually, proponents of the entity theory prevailed, and corporations by and large were understood as legally and conceptually distinct from investors, managers, and other participants. Thought to be central to ending the decades-long wrangling over the nature of corporateness was a 1926 essay by philosopher John Dewey arguing that the competing theories were infinitely malleable, with each capable of limiting as well as enhancing corporate power, a position Morton Horowitz famously set out to dispute. The late 19th and early 20th century debate over the nature of corporateness had taken on such urgency in the first place only because of what Horowitz describes as the “crisis of legitimacy in liberal individualism arising from the recent emergence of powerful collective institutions.” It was widely noted that much of our nation’s economic activity was conducted by large corporations and that those who controlled the governance of these mammoth organizations wielded vast social and economic power. Under corporate law rules as they ultimately developed, these control persons were not the stockholders, however, but were a handful of directors and managers. Here, and in other ways too, the legal rules governing corporations differed from those in partnerships, where the general partners combined the capital-providing and management functions. Thus, those large numbers of investors who provided financial capital to corporate enterprises did not themselves, at least in public corporations with dispersed investors, control or manage corporate affairs. As corporations grew in socio-economic significance, therefore, those who managed them grew correspondingly in power, both in relation to investors and other groups within the enterprise itself and in external relation to society at large.
The triumph of an entity theory of corporateness – a triumph that took many years after the 1886 *Santa Clara* decision – corresponded with an extensive endowing of corporations with various legal powers and rights, as partially chronicled in the several *Citizens United* opinions. But corporations even today still do not have all the constitutional powers accorded to individuals, as, for example, they lack the Fifth Amendment protection against self-incrimination. 46 Horowitz’ extended argument on the historical emergence of corporate personhood sought to demonstrate that an entity theory was far more compatible with the reality of centralized power in the corporate institution than was the competing aggregation theory, and that it better legitimated such power. In this way, Horowitz seeks to provide an historical account of the ascendant reality of the corporate “group,” not just the individual, as central to the growing organizational complexity of American law and society. He insists, however, that it was not just any entity theory that prevailed but that it was a “natural entity” theory in particular. Under this conception, a corporation is “a real and natural entity whose existence is prior to and separate from the state.” 47 That position, however, is extremely hard to reconcile with the artificial entity language of *CTS*, 48 and Horowitz does not convincingly demonstrate how the success of the entity theory over an aggregation theory meant as well the success of the “natural” entity conception over the earlier “artificial” entity theory. Each entity theory adequately accounts for the legal distinctiveness of the corporation and the historical development of corporate personhood. Perhaps Horowitz means to say 19th century American society was gradually making an uneasy peace with corporations and accepting them “as if” they were natural. Recognizing the societal need to realistically account for the undoubted power and make-up of the emergent corporate institution is one thing, however. It is quite another to argue that society essentially abandoned one traditional approach to exercising social control over that institution – through an artificial entity conception – in favor of accepting that corporate contours at any specified time and place somehow are pre-existent, “natural,” and unalterable. In both the early 19th century *Dartmouth College* case and the late 20th century *CTS* case, corporate attributes clearly were regarded as “artificial” or “social” in character, not “natural,” and therefore they remained amenable to state modification thought necessary to advance public well-being.

Certainly, a natural entity theory comports with expectations of responsible corporate behavior – just as society expects such behavior from humans. But, this expectation is given legal expression through various forms of regulation of already existent corporations, whereas an artificial entity theory emphasizes the antecedent power of the state to add features to, or remove features from, the very legal make-up of a corporation. The latter insists on continuing social control over the legal DNA of the corporation, not simply its subsequent conduct. Thus, both theories can be conducive to a public-serving conception of responsible corporate behavior even though they do so in different ways.

Writing in the early 1990s and ending his history of corporate theory at 1960, moreover, Horowitz likewise did not address the stunning re-emergence of an aggregation-like theory of corporations in the 1980s. Influenced by financial economics work in the 1970s, many corporate law theorists in the 1980s conceived of the corporation in decidedly contractarian terms. 49 The corporation, in this view and like its 19th century forerunner supposedly vanquished by an entity conception, essentially was a “nexus of contracts” among various private constituents. Much like the natural entity theory, this conception had a strong de-regulatory and market-oriented thrust, but, unlike that entity theory, it also served to boldly reassert the primacy of the individual over the group as the key analytical and normative focus in corporate activity. The recent resurrection of this contractarian theory suggests that, although corporate legal personhood clearly had emerged in the early 20th century, as Horowitz argued – but with the full ramifications of that still unfolding in 2011, after *Citizens United* – theoretical accounts of the corporation are not any more enduring or solidly established today than they were one hundred years ago. 50
The key point for the history of corporate responsibility is that these corporation-centered technological, legal, and intellectual currents flowing into the 20th century set the stage for ensuing corporate social responsibility discussions. These discussions, building on a conception of the corporation as a distinct social-legal actor, focused on the questions of corporate purpose and the appropriate role of government regulation in controlling corporate conduct. These decades-long debates – continuing today – necessarily drew on and pre-supposed the clear emergence of a distinct corporate person prominently featuring centralized control as a critical element of corporate governance. After all, it is corporate responsibility that has emerged as a topic of ongoing social concern and scholarly study. This required that the corporation be recognized as a meaningful social and legal actor, distinguishable from its constituents. Vigorous debate may continue today over how best to understand the nature of corporateness, but recognition of the corporation as a distinct legal person was not in doubt throughout most of the 20th century.

Corporate Purpose

The question of what should be the proper purpose of corporate endeavor – shareholder wealth maximization only or some broader purpose – has received enormous scholarly commentary in the legal world over the past eighty years. The issue is the modern, belated offspring of a much earlier era when many corporations performed public-serving functions, not just commercial functions, as noted in Part II. It took on special urgency in the socially and economically stressful 1930s when it was abundantly clear that managers, not stockholders, controlled public corporations, and that such corporations greatly affected many regions of American socio-economic well-being. The key social policy question became whether that control should be singularly deployed to maximize investor wealth or should serve a broader array of interests. In the well-known early 1930s exchange between Adolph Berle and Merriick Dodd, Berle ostensibly took the pro-stockholder position while Dodd advocated that managers should serve multiple constituencies by advancing the interests of the distinct (but all-encompassing) corporate “enterprise.” Eventually, each seemed to switch positions, although as noted by various commentators, Berle’s thinking about corporate purpose generally was much broader from the outset, as seen in the following passage:

Just as there is a continuous desire for power, so also there is a continuous desire to make that power the servant of the bulk of the individuals it affects. Absolute power is useful…. More slow, but equally sure is the development of social pressure demanding that the power shall be used for the benefit of all concerned. This pressure, constant in ecclesiastical and political history is already making its appearance in many guises in the economic field....

[D]emands are constantly put forward that the men controlling the great economic organisms be made to accept responsibility for the well being of those who are subject to the organization, whether workers, investors or consumers.... In proportion as an economic organism grows in strength and its power is concentrated in a few hands, the possessor of power is more easily located and the demand for responsible power becomes increasingly direct.
The debate over the proper focal point of corporate activity periodically flares up with special vehemence, but at all times it simmers just beneath the surface of public sentiment about large corporations. The perennial debate has a decided and well-recognized normative thrust but, regrettably, there is too little attention paid to the actual state of the law, which is not, as often is pre-supposed, nearly as pro-investor primacy as many believe, both within and without the legal world. The longstanding inconclusiveness in the legal realm reflects ongoing cultural ambivalence about appropriate societal expectations of corporate behavior.

The idea that corporations in the United States are legally obligated to maximize shareholder wealth is assumed rather than established. Yet, no state has enacted any legislation imposing on business managers a duty to maximize investor wealth or business profits. In fact, approximately thirty states have adopted provisions in their corporate statutes that expressly permit corporate directors to consider the interests of various non-shareholder constituencies, such as employees, customers, suppliers, and local communities, when making business decisions, much as Professor Dodd urged in 1932. One state – Connecticut – goes further and requires directors to consider various stakeholder interests. These so-called constituency statutes were first enacted in the mid-1980s in response to the upsurge in corporate takeover activity, such high levels of takeovers being thought – rightly or wrongly – to be antithetical to the interests of various non-shareholder interests. All states but one, however, have retained these statutes even though hostile takeover levels have significantly declined over the past twenty years. Even strong proponents of investor wealth maximization as the proper aim of corporate endeavor begrudgingly concede that such constituency statutes legally “qualify” the goal of wealth maximization. Moreover, these statutes are an example of how states can deploy their corporate statutes to achieve social goals, in this instance by legally permitting directors to resist takeovers thought to be harmful to non-shareholder constituencies. These statutes – like other anti-takeover statutes enacted in the 1980s – display the “artificial entity” nature of corporations described in Part II.

When one moves from legislation to judge-made law, the picture does not dramatically change, although it is a bit more mixed. In Delaware, the leading corporate law state, the Delaware Supreme Court has made clear that “a board of directors … is not under any per se duty to maximize shareholder value in the short term.” That same court, moreover, has differentiated the interests of the business enterprise itself (the “corporation”) from the narrower interests of its shareholders, and, with respect to the former, has expressly permitted directors to consider the impact of their decisions on non-shareholder interests. The Delaware law on corporate purpose became a bit more muddled in September 2010 when Chancellor William Chandler seemed to endorse the position that there is a fiduciary duty to maximize profits under Delaware law. In eBay Domestic Holdings, Inc. v. Newmark, the Chancellor stated that the fiduciary duties of Delaware directors “include acting to promote the value of the corporation for the benefit of its stockholders… [I] cannot accept as valid for the purposes of implementing the Rights Plan a corporate policy that specifically, clearly, and admittedly seeks not to maximize the economic value of a for-profit Delaware corporation for the benefit of its stockholders…” There are notable problems with the Chancellor’s terse assertion, including his lack of citation of authority or reasoning to support his statements, his abrupt shifting in language and emphasis from maximizing “corporation” value to “stockholder” benefit, and his failure to address Supreme Court authority at odds with his assertion.

The strongest judicial support for a shareholder-centered conception of corporate purpose derives from two sources. The first involves the very special situation where a corporation’s board of directors has acknowledged that a company will be broken up or sold in a transaction involving a shift of control. In this setting – which does not extend to a merger of equals not involving a change of control – directors in Delaware must act reasonably to maximize the sales price for the holders of the common stock.
and may not advance other non-investor interests that impede that goal. Outside this narrow context, however, and subject to Chancellor Chandler’s recent dictum in the eBay case, directors of Delaware corporations may factor in noninvestor interests in assessing the “corporation’s” best interests. This legal discretion affords directors and managers with sufficient latitude to engage in what they consider to be socially responsible corporate conduct.

The second supposed source for a shareholder-oriented vision of corporate purpose is the iconic case of Dodge v. Ford Motor Co. This case, decided in 1919 by a court – the Michigan Supreme Court – not especially known for expertise in corporate law matters, is widely read in law school corporate law classes. Of course, what is taught in law school likely shapes the mindset and outlook of future lawyers, lawyers who will counsel business managers as to their own responsibilities. Lawyers who wrongly understand legal doctrine will, unless otherwise corrected, provide faulty counsel. Consequently, a proper understanding of what the law has to say (or not say) about corporate purpose should be taught in both law schools and business schools, in the former so that sound advice is offered to others and in the latter as an independent basis for management’s understanding of their own obligations.

In ruling that Henry Ford’s decision to withhold additional dividends in order to sell automobiles at a lower price and to employ more workers was a breach of his fiduciary duty to minority shareholders, the Dodge court famously stated:

A business corporation is organized and carried on primarily for the profit of its stockholders. The powers of the directors are to be employed for that end. The discretion of directors is to be exercised in the choice of means to attain that end, and does not extend to a change in the end itself, to the reduction of profits, or to the nondistribution of profits among stockholders in order to devote them to other purposes.

Professors Lynn Stout and Einer Elhauge, and others, have noted significant problems in relying on Dodge as supporting shareholder wealth maximization as the mandatory sole end of corporate endeavor. First, the court itself does not say the “sole” purpose of corporate endeavor is investor wealth, only that such is the “primary” purpose. Second, the court cited no authority for its own assertion on corporate purpose. Given that up until the early 19th century corporations in the U. S. often were chartered to serve, in concept, some quasi-public purpose, maximizing investor wealth is not a historically or inherently preordained corporate goal. Even today, it is not regarded as the preeminent goal in countries such as Japan or Germany. Third, the court’s language may be regarded as nonbinding dicta, rather than a holding, given Henry Ford’s arguable effort to oppress the minority shareholders (the Dodge brothers) by withholding dividends at a time when they were planning to start a rival automobile company. Fourth, of course the Dodge decision has no binding effect outside Michigan. Differences in law from state to state are legion in our system of federalism.

Fifth, the Dodge decision must be understood in historical context. In 1919, there was a widespread view that shareholders “owned” the corporation. Under today’s theories of corporateness, shareholders are more accurately regarded as neither “owning” the company’s assets nor directly controlling them. Rather, they own equity interests in the company (which they can transfer), along with important but limited voting, information and distribution rights accorded them under modern corporate statutes. Finally, as a common law decision, Dodge, like other judge-made doctrine, must be congruent with underlying, widely-shared social norms from which such decisions derive their legitimacy. As with other such bodies of law, “corporation law exists, not as an isolated body of rules and principles, but rather in a historical setting and as part of a larger body of law premised on shared values.” Just as there are other legal principles from 1919 we would reject today – de jure racial segregation and the absence of
zoning laws spring to mind as examples of how property could be used in 1919 – we cannot be unwilling to reexamine the continuing soundness of common law pronouncements from almost ninety years ago.

Perhaps what is most striking about the *Dodge* decision is that it stands virtually alone, like a one-of-a-kind species, which is no doubt one reason it is so widely (if uncritically) cited in professional education – there simply is little other positive law authority to which one can point in support of a robust investor-centered conception of corporate purpose. One additional case seemingly taking a stridently pro-economic view of corporate activity was decided by the Minnesota Supreme Court in 1971, during the Vietnam War era. The plaintiff, Mr. Pillsbury, was a wealthy man with an anti-Vietnam War viewpoint who purchased a small amount of Honeywell stock so he could obtain a shareholder list and communicate his views to other Honeywell investors in hopes of unseating incumbent directors and halting Honeywell’s production of munitions used in the war effort. In a highly questionable decision, the Court denied Pillsbury access to the list because he admitted that his reasons for seeking a change in corporate policy at Honeywell were grounded in his views on the immorality and wastefulness of the war effort, not on his short-term or long-term investment goals. The Court utterly failed to address why a stockholder must be motivated by personal economic gain in order to seek a change in corporate policy.

The suspect Pillsbury case, like *Dodge* and the recent *eBay* decision, is one of only a few court cases taking an overwhelmingly investor-oriented vision of corporate purpose. To be sure, a Delaware court itself has spoken of an obligation to “maximize the long-run interests of the corporation’s stockholders.” But, critically, exhorting “long run” wealth maximization behavior is, for two reasons, quite different than demanding a flinty allegiance to more immediate investor welfare, and that difference permits a “long term” focus to properly factor in concerns about social responsibility.

First, in reviewing director or officer conduct, courts simply do not evaluate the substantive merits of what was decided. This reflects both that the duty of care deals only with process, not substance, and that the business judgment rule precludes substantive evaluation of director or officer decisions except for irrationality. Moreover, although little commented on, courts do not regularly review *ex post* the myriad actions not taken by managers that, arguably, may have increased investor wealth more than the path actually chosen. There is no periodic legal “audit” process in which managers must retrospectively account for, on wealth maximization grounds, what they chose not to do. The lack of a legal mechanism for recourse on this point further demonstrates the inability of law to pervasively enforce a maximization standard. It also reveals that an aggregate theory of the corporation as a compact among investors has less explanatory power than an entity conception in which managers balance a range of interests in advancing the enterprise’s best interests.

Second, courts are exceedingly generous in finding some plausible connection between director conduct aimed at helping nonshareholders and the supposed advancement of shareholder wealth over the vague and unknowable “long run.” This generalized judicial reluctance to overturn managerial conduct appearing not to be in investor interests – except, allegedly, in the “long run” – mirrors, and likely is influenced by, a longstanding judicial pattern of upholding charitable donations by corporations as supposedly consistent with “long run” investor interests.

A recent analysis of one hundred sixty-seven studies conducted over thirty-five years on the link between corporate social responsibility and corporate financial performance found no correlation between “doing well” and “doing good.” In other words, deliberately seeking to be socially responsible did not enhance profitability. On the other hand, dedicating company resources to social considerations does not appear to hurt investors. This leads the authors to conclude that companies “can do good and do well even if they don’t do well by doing good.” Current legal doctrine on corporate purpose aligns with these empirical findings. The findings suggest that factoring noninvestor interests into business decisions is consistent with investor interests – or at least it is not inconsistent with investor interests –
even if doing so does not affirmatively advance investor wealth. In the aggregate – and it will be hard
to show otherwise even in individual cases – current judicial reluctance to overturn managerial decisions
motivated by social responsibility considerations is likely to be buttressed by the findings of this study.

The views of the prestigious American Law Institute reflect the persistent ambivalence of corporate
law toward the goal of maximizing shareholder wealth.89 Addressing the objective of the corporation,
the first comment to § 2.01 of the Principles of Corporate Governance states: “Present law on the mat-
ters within the scope of § 2.01 cannot be stated with precision, because the case law is evolving and not
entirely harmonious.”90 Section 2.01 itself, adopted in 1992, provides as follows:

§ 2.01 The Objective and Conduct of the Corporation

(a) Subject to the provisions of Subsection (b) and § 6.02 (Action of Directors That
Has the Foreseeable Effect of Blocking Unsolicited Tender Offers), a corporation
[§ 1.12] should have as its objective the conduct of business activities with a view to
enhancing corporate profit and shareholder gain.

(b) Even if corporate profit and shareholder gain are not thereby enhanced, the
corporation, in the conduct of its business:

(1) Is obliged, to the same extent as a natural person, to act within the
boundaries set by law;

(2) May take into account ethical considerations that are reasonably regarded
as appropriate to the responsible conduct of business; and

(3) May devote a reasonable amount of resources to public welfare, humani-
tarian, educational, and philanthropic purposes.

Subsection (a) states that a corporation “should” – not that it “must” – conduct business “with a view
to enhancing” – not “maximizing” – corporate profit and shareholder gain. This general proposition is
then qualified in three important ways in subsection (b), which pointedly states that the conduct therein
described may be engaged in even if company profit and shareholder gain are not thereby enhanced.
Most striking is (b)(2), which permits a company to take into account ethical considerations “reason-
ably regarded as appropriate to the responsible conduct of business.” An explanatory comment observes
that this encompasses “emerging” ethical principles that have “significant support although less-than-
universal acceptance.”91

The key conceptual underpinning to § 2.01(b) is the recognition that, although businesses generally
do seek, customarily, to enhance profit and shareholder well-being, the “corporation is a social as well as
an economic institution, and accordingly … its pursuit of the economic objective must be constrained
by social imperatives and may be qualified by special needs.”92 From this social conception of corpo-
rateness, it follows that “[c]orporate officials are not less morally obliged than any other citizens to take
ethical considerations into account, and it would be unwise social policy to preclude them from doing
so.”93 Specifically, the commentary to § 2.01 acknowledges that a modern corporation “by its very nature
creates interdependencies with a variety of groups with whom the corporation has a legitimate concern,
such as employees, customers, suppliers, and members of the communities in which the corporation
operates … Short-term profits may properly be subordinated to recognition that responsible mainte-
nance of these interdependencies is likely to contribute to long-term corporate profit and shareholder
gain.”94 The comment’s recognition of stakeholder interests as legitimately influencing managerial deci-
sions comports with the thrust of constituency statutes adopted by thirty states, noted above. At the same time, the comment seeks to dissipate any conflict between investor and non-investor interests by invoking the usual solvent of the “long run,” even though subsection (b) of § 2.01 – apparently like the constituency statutes – permits noninvestor interests to take precedence.

Subsection (b)(3) of ALI § 2.01 is consistent with all corporate statutes in the United States in permitting contributions to various humanitarian and philanthropic causes. For example, the influential Model Business Corporation Act, in Section 3.02 (13), permits corporations – like natural persons – to make “donations for the public welfare or for charitable, scientific, or educational purposes.” A comparable section has appeared in the Model Act since 1950. Thus, as a matter of state corporate law, legislatures have for many decades authorized corporations to donate corporate resources with no obligation to show that investor interests are thereby advanced. The federal Internal Revenue Code, moreover, first expressly permitted corporations to deduct charitable donations for income tax purposes in 1935, and all subsequent revisions to the Code have retained such a provision, although the maximum deductible amount has varied over the years. Individuals have been permitted to deduct such contributions since 1917. Again, we see in the 1935 tax law amendment a clear likening of corporate powers to those of an individual “person.”

Even with the federal tax law change in 1935 and the enactment of the Model Act in 1950 expressly empowering corporations to make charitable donations, some shareholders (and commentators) continued to forcefully object to corporation donations even in the 1950s and 1960s. This too was a legal manifestation of a deeper clash in beliefs about corporate purpose. A famous 1953 decision by the New Jersey Supreme Court essentially settled the issue by upholding the propriety of a relatively modest $1,500 contribution to Princeton University, to which a stockholder had objected by bringing suit. The court’s reasoning was partially grounded on how the corporation itself might economically benefit from such a contribution over the amorphous “long term,” but it also rested on a recognition that, quite apart from enlightened self-interest, a mid-20th century corporation had certain social obligations that supported reasonable amounts of contributions. The Court stated that “just as the conditions prevailing when corporations were originally created required that they serve public as well as private interests, modern conditions require that corporations acknowledge and discharge social as well as private responsibilities.” In fact, in support of its highly modern conception of corporate responsibility the New Jersey court cited the earlier-noted 1809 Virginia case observing that corporations should promote the public good. Separated by almost one hundred fifty years, both of these decisions were rooted in the shared belief that corporations can and should expressly serve societal interests extending beyond those of investors. In 1969, the leading corporate law state of Delaware likewise joined other states and expressly ruled that corporations could lawfully make “reasonable” charitable contributions.

Despite an enduring and puzzling mythology about the point, in 2011 the law broadly permits corporations and their directors and managers to take a broader view of corporate purpose and responsibility than pure wealth maximization. This position is not consistent with an aggregate theory of corporations, but fully comports with an entity view in which the corporate enterprise is regarded as conceptually distinct from its investors, as described in Part II. Directors and managers are not required to take a broad view of corporate purpose, however, if they choose not to do so. This means that, subject to market constraints, whether a particular corporation does or does not pursue a broader socially responsible direction does not depend on corporate law, which is exceedingly tolerant of such conduct, but on other factors – such as social customs and norms, business lore, professional training, and corporate culture. Nonetheless, misunderstandings about law can inhibit directors and managers who wrongly believe that law somehow forbids a broader-gauged view of corporate activity. It is, however, the very discretion afforded by law that makes discussions of corporate responsibility possible and meaningful. Without
such discretion – as, for example, if managers really were legally required to maximize profits – advocacy of socially responsible behavior would truly be academic because managers would be prohibited from engaging in such conduct. Conversely, this very legal discretion leads many to doubt that such freedom will be used responsibly. It is to constrain corporate conduct – not unleash it – that historically has led these persons to advocate corporate regulation of various kinds.

Corporate Regulation

For those favoring various forms and degrees of corporate social responsibility, it is partially re-assuring that corporations are not legally required to focus singularly on investor economic interests. Nonetheless, often the problem is the exact opposite. The state of the law notwithstanding, numerous companies can and often do focus solely on profits and shareholders, sometimes with a zeal that results in improper efforts to make ever greater profits, or at least to appear to be more profitable than is true in reality. Financial statement fraud or dubious accounting practices designed to seemingly strengthen income statements and balance sheets are one example of a strong profit-maximizing norm carried to unhealthy excess. Relying on a wholly voluntary re-orientation of such a financial-centered managerial mindset is one possibility. This requires a wholesale combating of the deeply-embedded norms, lore, and professional training that contribute to such a strident and skewed pro-investor purpose. That is always a worthy longer-term enterprise but leaves open the present and near future. Moreover, a strategy relying solely on volunteerism or market forces is unlikely to succeed. Therefore, another approach to corporate responsibility is, and always has been, to use overt regulation to inhibit or induce certain corporate conduct. Since the full emergence of the public corporation in the early 20th century, running through the Progressive movement, the New Deal, and numerous other examples up to and including the sprawling Dodd-Frank Act adopted in July 2010, the United States has witnessed extensive efforts to forthrightly use law to control socially irresponsible corporate conduct.

Advocates of corporate regulation not only do not trust corporate volunteerism to ensure a certain standard of responsible conduct − or to serve broadly a range of constituents − they likewise do not rely on the lax “internal” constraints of corporate law itself, which, as elaborated in Part V below, is essentially enabling, not regulatory, in overall philosophy. Thus, a remarkably dense patchwork of laws “external” to the corporation has developed over the decades because it is widely believed that the decisionmaking mechanisms internal to corporations will not, left unchecked, dependably produce responsible conduct. The aim, in short, is to achieve at least a minimal substantive level of corporate responsibility by legal fiat. Sometimes the conduct of both individual officers (or employees) and the corporation itself is regulated by a particular set of laws. Frequently, however, only the corporation itself is regulated, given the distinct personhood of corporations and given that modern statutes typically define “person” to include corporations and other business entities. An additional effect of such regulation is to express the view that business must be carried on in a way that is congruent with social expectations of responsible behavior. Social control today may be minimal at the time of a company’s formation – unlike the era when some public-serving function typically was required to obtain a charter – and it may be ambivalent as to ultimate corporate purpose, but extensive social control over actual behavior is a continuing modern reality for business.

An early example of regulatory policy aimed at large enterprises was the Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890, enacted out of growing concern about various anti-competitive business practices designed to monopolize or restrain trade. Ever since the Sherman Act, according to Professor Chayes writing in 1959, “antitrust and public regulation have, broadly speaking, been the characteristic response of Ameri-
can politics, government, and law to the problems posed by the modern corporation.108 The Supreme Court went on to use the Sherman Act to dissolve the conglomerate Standard Oil Company in 1911 – a company controlled by oil titan John D. Rockefeller – on the grounds that the dozens of companies comprising that conglomerate had acted to restrain trade and to monopolize (and to attempt to monopolize) trade.109 Also during the Progressive and New Deal eras, various laws protecting laborers, a particularly vulnerable corporate constituency – such laws being modest by today’s standards, to be sure – were enacted.110

At the very outset of FDR’s New Deal administration, during the pit of the Great Depression, attention was turned to better protecting dispersed and uninformed investors in public corporations from the misdeeds of corporate insiders. Remarkably, to that point in our nation’s history, federal law had done nothing on that front. Only state “blue sky” laws and certain listing requirements of the New York Stock Exchange afforded any protection at all to investors.111 Over the course of several years, beginning in the early 1930s, numerous landmark laws aimed at protecting investors and fostering healthier capital markets were enacted. These included, among others, the Securities Act of 1933,112 the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,113 the Public Utility Holding Company Act,114 and the Investment Company Act of 1940.115

These investor protection laws did – and still do – proceed on the premise that much irresponsible behavior by corporate insiders serves to victimize investors. In this respect, they are single constituency statutes, notwithstanding the customary recitation that they are enacted to advance the “public” interest. Moreover, historically they have not even purported to come to grips with how a too-zealous focus on investor welfare – real or apparent – can contribute to untoward managerial behavior. If such behavior harms other non-investor interests, the reasoning goes, those interests should be protected by yet additional regulatory schemes but are of no concern of federal securities laws.

Indeed, the latter half of the 20th century brought a great deal of regulation on a far wider range of fronts. Although much of the new regulation was of general application, much of it was specifically directed at businesses. Product safety regulations aimed at protecting consumers.116 Various employee relations laws targeted discrimination and harassment to protect employees and prospective employees, as did new health and safety laws.117 Environmental laws sought to curb corporate damage to the air, water, and soil.118 Periodic amendments to the securities laws sought further protections for investors.119 These laws together embodied the political consensus that regulation originating outside the corporation was essential to provide certain protections to various constituencies that businesses themselves likely would not voluntarily afford. This view was grounded in the belief that the vast bulk of economic activity in the U.S. may have devolved to the private business sector, but such activity must, nonetheless, be carried out in a way that does not harm important interests. When it does, social control over that activity by means of legal regulation becomes appropriate.

Certain laws more pointedly targeted irresponsible corporate conduct. The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, for example, prohibited corporate bribery of foreign officials and mandated internal compliance systems – through amending federal securities law – so that firms would be required to more closely track, record, and report use of corporate assets.120 This law followed on the heels of more than four hundred companies admitting they had made “questionable” political contributions and bribes.121 The legislation, according to Professors Bratton and Wachter, was the most extensive application of federal law to corporations since 1934.122 The law continues to snare companies in 2010, as seen in Royal Dutch Shell’s November 2010 agreement to pay a $236 million fine to settle charges that it violated the Act. Later legislation – the Bank Secrecy Act – was specifically aimed at concerns about “money laundering.”123 Banks under that Act must file “Suspicious Activity Reports” with the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network of the Treasury Department when transactions of $5,000 or more raise suspicion of illegal activity.124
A different approach to federal regulation of corporate conduct is found in the Federal Sentencing Guidelines of Organizations. The Guidelines create an inducement for corporations to establish in advance an effective law compliance program by giving points for such a program in a company’s “culpability score,” which is used to determine a sanction for any later misconduct. To have an effective compliance and ethics program for purposes of a corporation's culpability score, an organization must, under the Guidelines, “promote an organizational culture that encourages ethical conduct and a commitment to compliance with the law.”

Here the regulatory approach is to create an incentive for a corporation to be law-abiding ex ante by meting out a lighter sanction ex post.

The two most extensive corporate regulatory initiatives in the first decade of the 21st century were the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, and the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform And Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (“Dodd-Frank”).

SOX also addressed in unprecedented fashion certain subjects associated with corporate governance, which historically had been left to state corporate law. For example, SOX imposed new responsibilities on the audit committee and required greater independence of committee members; prohibited corporate loans to officers; enhanced requirements associated with officer certifications of periodic reports; provided for forfeiture of certain bonuses and profits in connection with restatements of financial statements; and required management to assess and report on the quality of internal controls.

Implementation of SOX also corresponded with growth in the promulgation of “soft law” associated with corporate activity. Corporations increasingly adopted internal codes of conduct and sought to voluntarily conform to various “best practices.” In addition, diverse guidelines and principles were elaborated to guide corporate behavior, and different indexes and ratings were developed to assess the soundness of various corporate practices. These nonbinding efforts did not have the legal “bite” of positive law, but they served to alter the evolving normative expectations as to what responsible corporate conduct should look like in the 21st century. Moreover, by voluntarily adopting them, corporate directors and managers likely sought to ward off yet additional legal regulation.

The Dodd-Frank Act, signed into law by President Obama on July 21, 2010, arose out of congressional concerns about the near collapse of U.S. financial markets in the autumn of 2008, the greatest economic crisis since the Great Depression, which itself spawned extensive regulation. During this period in 2008, officials at the Federal Reserve Bank and U.S. Treasury Department essentially de facto directed activities by large financial firms. Whether correct decisions were made or not, their very intervention again demonstrates the profound social stakes associated with large businesses as government elites navigated uncharted financial water rather than simply defer to private sector business elites. Consisting of sixteen separate titles, each addressing a discrete area of financial reform, the Dodd-Frank Act establishes a 10-member Financial Stability Oversight Council to oversee systemic risk and strengthen regulation of large financial holding companies and other entities considered to be “systemically important”; creates an independent Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection to ensure better information for consumers purchasing financial products and services, and ensure that those markets function more transparently and fairly; introduces a new “Volcker rule” limiting bank investment in hedge funds, which will be fleshed out through regulations formulated by the Federal Reserve Board, the Treasury Department, and the Securities and Exchange Commission; regulates investment advisers more extensively; imposes
stricter oversight of the derivatives market;\textsuperscript{115} heightens regulation of credit rating agencies;\textsuperscript{116} and ramps up government (SEC) enforcement powers.\textsuperscript{137} The reach of Dodd-Frank into diverse areas of the business sphere is unprecedented in scope.

Like SOX, the Dodd-Frank Act continues to extend federal law into what is traditionally considered the province of state corporate law. For example, under the Act public companies must give shareholders a nonbinding advisory vote on executive compensation (“say on pay”);\textsuperscript{138} all the members of a company’s compensation committee must be independent;\textsuperscript{139} disclosure of the relationship between executive compensation and financial performance (“pay for performance”) must be made;\textsuperscript{140} the SEC is authorized to craft rules giving shareholders greater access to the company’s proxy statement to advance shareholder nominees for membership on the board;\textsuperscript{141} disclosure is required as to whether, and why if so, a company has selected the same person to serve as chair of the board of directors and chief executive officer.\textsuperscript{142} Also, in an effort to encourage the reporting of corporate wrongdoing, Dodd-Frank strengthens whistleblower incentives. Under this provision, from 10-30% of a monetary recovery may be paid to someone who provides “original information” leading to successful prosecution of an SEC enforcement action that results in a sanction exceeding $1 million.\textsuperscript{143}

Much of the regulatory edifice created by Dodd-Frank will be implemented through SEC and other agency rulemaking, expected to generate hundreds of new rules the effect of which on corporate behavior remains to be seen. The key overall point here for the history of corporate responsibility is two-fold. First, external regulation of significant corporations to protect various constituencies has been extensive for many decades and has accelerated markedly in scope in recent years. Second, the two most recent regulatory initiatives – SOX and Dodd-Frank – included provisions that penetrated much closer to the “internal” heart of corporate governance, thereby evincing a belief that the corporate governance system itself – the subject of Part V below – needed regulatory reform from outside.

Corporate Governance

Concerns associated with corporate personhood, corporate purpose, and corporate regulation all ultimately relate to a far more basic issue: corporate governance. As the commercial demands of 19th century industrialization led to substantial displacement of the partnership form of business enterprise by large corporations with dispersed shareholders, control of these enterprises – i.e., their governance – centered in the hands of senior managers, not investors themselves. This phenomenon of “separation of ownership from control” was seminally described by Adolf Berle and Gardiner Means in their 1932 book, The Modern Corporation And Private Property. It has continued to occupy center stage in corporate law for the past eighty years.\textsuperscript{144} From a legal history vantage point on corporate responsibility, the rise in commercial significance of the corporation in the 19th century corresponded to the stupendous decline of a regulatory approach to corporations under state corporate law and, instead, the 20th century “outsourcing” of such regulation to an array of other legal regimes of the kind described in Part IV. This meant that corporate law itself developed in such a way as to loosen, not tighten, most constraints on those who govern public corporations. The most famous lamentation of this de-regulatory movement within corporate law is found in Justice Louis Brandeis’ 1933 dissenting opinion in \textit{Liggett v. Lee}.\textsuperscript{145}

Justice Brandeis, writing one year after publication of \textit{The Modern Corporation And Private Property} – to which he refers – chronicles in detail how a largely suspicious regulatory stance toward corporations gradually yielded throughout the 19th and early 20th centuries.\textsuperscript{146} Formerly, states had strictly controlled corporate attributes and powers in numerous ways. For example, states typically lim-
ited the amount of capital a single corporation could assemble; restricted the scope of corporate powers; limited the duration of a corporation to a period ranging, generally, from twenty to fifty years; placed limits on company indebtedness; prohibited the holding of stock in another corporation; and gave stockholders broad veto powers over proposed transactions. These strictures, Brandeis noted, fell away as several states earnestly competed for new charters—an important source of state revenue—by adopting a low cost and deregulatory philosophy of corporate law in which restrictions were curtailed and powers were enhanced. This so-called “race” was famously, and distressingly, described by Brandeis as being one “not of diligence but of laxity.”

The upshot of the simultaneous rise of the commercial and socio-economic significance of the corporation and the substantial slackening of corporate regulation by states meant that those who controlled corporations possessed enormous power. This had several important consequences for developments pertinent to corporate responsibility. First, the growth of concentrated power was of course directly germane to the subject of corporate personhood. Neither passive stockholders nor professional managers of gargantuan enterprises could sensibly be equated to the “corporation” itself. After a failed but valiant effort during the late 19th and early 20th centuries to conceive of the corporation as simply an “aggregation of individuals,” eventually the corporation was recognized as an institution in its own right, and legal personhood was simply the inevitable conceptual and linguistic acknowledgement of that phenomenon. Second, as to corporate purpose, it was centralized managerial control as well that spurred the debate—ongoing today—over whether managerial duties should run singularly to stockholders—to ensure strict accountability to them—or should extend to a broader group of stakeholders, to ensure more socially responsible corporate conduct. Third, as to corporate regulation, it too, as noted earlier, was designed to constrain the manner in which powerful managers deployed the vast corporate resources under their control. In light of such control, certain regulation, such as federal securities law, was pointedly designed to protect stockholders, while other laws were designed to protect various other vulnerable constituencies. Finally, as to genuine reform of the deep decisionmaking architecture of corporate governance itself as a possible pathway to more responsible corporate conduct, little truly innovative thinking—beyond the occasional boosting of stockholder protection via federal securities law—ever was seriously advanced until the 1960s and 1970s, when new ideas were at least proposed even though they went nowhere. In short, once states had essentially abandoned corporate law itself as a way to regulate corporate activity, they never turned back.

A glimmer of truly innovative, if fairly vague, governance reform can be seen in Professor Abram Chayes’ 1959 essay in which he hints that non-investor groups need greater “say” in corporate affairs while also recognizing that this would not be easy to do:

A more spacious conception of “membership,” and one closer to the facts of corporate life, would include all those having a relation of sufficient intimacy with the corporation or subject to its power in a sufficiently specialized way. Their rightful share in decisions on the exercise of corporate power would be exercised through an institutional arrangement appropriately designed to represent the interests of a constituency of members having a significant common relation to the corporation and its power.

It is not always easy to identify such constituencies nor is it always clear what institutional forms are appropriate for recognizing their interests. The effort to answer those questions is among the most meaningful tasks of the American legal system…
The trail is not without its blazes, however. Among the groups now conceived as outside the charmed circle of corporate membership, but which ought to be brought within it, the most important and readily identifiable is its work-force.…

Direct worker representation on the managing board, however, has not proved fruitful in this country, although it is being experimented with in a variety of forms by different European nations.\textsuperscript{153}

One proposed governance reform that surfaced periodically – and that would serve to flesh out Professor Chayes’ suggestion – was the suggested use of “public interest” directors on corporate boards. These persons, in theory, would take a broader-gauged view of how a corporation’s activities affected groups other than investors.\textsuperscript{154} As noted by Professor Branson,\textsuperscript{155} the 1870s reorganization of the Union Pacific Railroad board and the board of the Communications Satellite Corporation (Comsat) included public interest directors. Justice Douglas in 1940,\textsuperscript{156} and other commentators since then,\textsuperscript{157} also have advocated for public interest directors. Unlike certain European nations providing for employee representation on supervisory boards,\textsuperscript{158} however, changing the composition of the board of directors from a completely stockholder-elected body to one more broadly representative of other groups never took hold in the U.S. Today, only stockholders enjoy statutory suffrage under American corporate law.

Other proposed reforms of corporate governance during the 1970s involved Professor William Cary’s advocacy of federal minimum standards for large corporations, and Ralph Nader’s (and his co-authors’) proposal for outright federal chartering of corporations.\textsuperscript{159} Concerned about what Justice Brandeis had called a “race of laxity,”\textsuperscript{160} and that he branded a “race to the bottom,”\textsuperscript{161} Professor Cary believed that Delaware corporate law had degenerated so as to have become far too pro-management and anti-shareholder in orientation. The solution proposed by Cary was to establish mandatory federal “minimum standards” that would preempt more lax state law rules on certain key subjects.\textsuperscript{162} Cary’s proposal did not alter fundamentally the board-centered model of corporate governance, however. It sought only to ensure that such a model adhered to certain standards imposed by federal law where inter-jurisdictional competition among states threatened to produce intolerably low legal standards. Beyond generating scholarly comment, the proposal at the time went nowhere, though the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and the Dodd-Frank Act, described in Part IV, certainly embody the principle of federal standards sought by Cary.

More ambitious was the federal chartering proposal. Nader and his co-authors believed that the largest U.S. corporations should be chartered by the federal government, not states,\textsuperscript{163} because, they reasoned, under dissolute state law managers were not sufficiently attentive either to investor interests or those of other constituencies. Moreover, Nader and his co-authors believed that such a federal corporate law should be more overtly regulatory and should mandate public interest directors who would advance employee, consumer, and community welfare, as well as responsibility to stockholders. Their proposal also would require a certain amount of periodic social auditing and reporting.\textsuperscript{164} Corporations also would, under this proposal, have only limited duration, not perpetual, and they would have to renew their charters every twenty or twenty-five years.\textsuperscript{165} Like Cary’s proposal, Nader’s idea generated scholarly commentary. Unlike Cary’s proposal, it also resulted in several congressional hearings.\textsuperscript{166} It never went beyond that, however.

Other proponents of corporate social responsibility sought less to change the core mechanisms of corporate governance – or the source of laws comprising them – than to work innovatively within them. At the board level, many have called for greater racial, ethnic, and gender diversity on corporate boards to broaden the perspectives brought to bear on strategic challenges.\textsuperscript{167} At the shareholder level, a key
legal tool for reform was SEC Rule 14a-8,\textsuperscript{168} which permitted qualified shareholders of public reporting companies to place proposals for the annual shareholder meeting in the company’s own proxy statement. Two key proxy initiatives taking place around 1970 used this tool of shareholder democracy in a surprising way: not to advocate that managers pay greater heed to shareholder wealth, but to advocate for a broadened focus on social responsibility.

Following community activist Saul Alinsky’s efforts to use share ownership in Eastman Kodak as a basis to attend Kodak’s annual meeting and protest its racial hiring practices,\textsuperscript{169} anti-Vietnam War activists used Rule 14a-8 to place before Dow Chemical’s shareholders a proposal that the company should no longer manufacture napalm.\textsuperscript{170} It garnered less than 3% of the actual vote, but it achieved the larger strategic goal of gaining extraordinary publicity for the anti-war effort.\textsuperscript{171} Campaign GM, another movement involving Ralph Nader, sought to transform GM from a purely profit-seeking firm into a firm serving the general social welfare.\textsuperscript{172} Thus, it would remain board-governed but public interest directors would be added to the GM board who would seek to balance the interests of various stakeholders such as investors, employees, consumers, and the general public. The two Campaign GM proposals appearing on GM’s proxy statement were fiercely opposed by the company and received less than 3% of the stockholder vote but, as with the Dow Chemical campaign, succeeded in obtaining an extraordinary amount of publicity,\textsuperscript{173} the overall strategic aim.

Efforts to use the federal proxy machinery to advance shareholder proposals seeking more socially responsible corporate conduct continue today,\textsuperscript{174} with mixed success. These proposals are sponsored by various religious, environmental, labor, and consumer groups, among others, and deal with a wide range of subjects.\textsuperscript{175} At the same time, a very different “shareholder democracy” movement – with a strong pro-investor emphasis – emerged in the 1990s and early 21\textsuperscript{st} century to turn again to the rights of voice and vote accorded shareholders under state corporate law. In brief, investor activists reverted to creative uses of shareholder suffrage after the initially promising and robust market-centered hostile takeover period of the 1980s had come to a decidedly anti-shareholder end. Takeovers were widely touted during the 1980s as an efficient, shareholder-friendly, market solution to the governance problem of entrenched and complacent corporate management.\textsuperscript{176} Hostile bidders could use tender offers, the thinking ran, to directly acquire a majority of a company’s stock by offering stockholders a generous premium and then, using their new found voting power, replace incumbent directors and management with more savvy candidates. This proposed solution to traditional corporate governance ills was itself part of the larger “law and economics” movement that took deep ideological hold of corporate law scholarship during the 1980s.\textsuperscript{177} The steely focus on investor well-being via hostile takeovers was congruent with a renewed theoretical conception of the corporation, as noted in Part IV, seeking to disaggregate the corporation into a mere “nexus” of contracting parties in which investor interests were paramount.

Various factors combined to abruptly halt rampant hostile acquisition activity around 1990. These included, besides economic recession, the demise of Drexel Burnham Lambert, Inc. – the investment banking firm most associated with arranging infamous “junk bond” financing of hostile bids – and the jailing of Michael Milken, the chief financial architect at Drexel.\textsuperscript{178} On the law front, the passage of antitakeover legislation by numerous states\textsuperscript{179} – including constituency statutes\textsuperscript{180} – received strong judicial approval from both the Supreme Court in the \textit{CTS} case in 1987 and the estimable Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals in 1989.\textsuperscript{181} Moreover, the influential Delaware Supreme Court also closed out the 1980s with a very high-profile decision – involving a battle for Time, Inc. – strongly endorsing management defensive measures in response to hostile bids.\textsuperscript{182} That decision, moreover, emphasized that corporate directors were legally responsible for directing the “corporation’s” interests and that company interests were not necessarily the same as those of investors seeking a near-term premium for their stock.\textsuperscript{183} This entity conception of the corporation stood in stark contrast to – and in repudiation of – the newly revived “aggregate” theory advanced by economics-oriented corporate law scholars.
With both legislation and judicial decisions strongly favoring incumbent management, pro-investor activists in the 1990s necessarily shifted their focus from pure capital market-centered approaches to more traditional voice/vote methods. This required an overcoming of traditional shareholder passivity but was thought to carry a greater likelihood of success than in the past given the growing concentration of corporate stock in the hands of institutional investors during the late 20th century, a trend that continues today. As recently noted by professors Marcel Kahan and Edward Rock, traditional institutional investors such as mutual funds and pension funds have become even more active in the 21st century and have been joined by (or are led by) activist hedge funds, which hedge funds benefit greatly from partnering with more traditional and permanent investors. This heightened activism was legally facilitated by 1992 amendments to federal proxy rules that freed institutional investors to more easily (and economically) share their views with one another on incumbent directors up for re-election and on strategic structural issues. Moreover, by 2008, activist investors using SEC Rule 14a-8 to advance pro-shareholder proposals saw a marked increase both in the number of such proposals receiving a majority of shareholder support and in the number actually adopted. This proxy success has accompanied a significant decline in the number of staggered (“classified”) boards and the dramatic rise of proxy voting for directors in the first decade of the 21st century, both developments making corporate boards far more sensitive to shareholder concerns.

These and other “pro-investor” developments such as tougher NYSE listing standards and the end of discretionary voting by brokers, combine with the governance changes in Dodd-Frank and recent SEC proxy access initiatives thereunder to substantially bolster modern investor voice/vote in corporate governance. This raises a host of important issues for modern corporate governance such as the optimal balance of power among investors, directors and managers, and the appropriate relationship between federal and state law in producing corporate governance rules. Only one issue in particular will be noted here, however, as it directly pertains to the subject of corporate responsibility.

Today, boards of public companies, for the reasons noted, seem far more receptive to shareholder concerns than was true for much of the 20th century. In fact, it was the perceived lack of director responsiveness to investor interests that sustained corporate law scholarship as a field of inquiry during most of the 20th century. To be sure, much corporate misconduct over the past several years – as in periods before – greatly harmed investors. Moreover, the reputations of corporate elites have taken a dramatic social beating in the 21st century due to repeated scandals and costly market miscues, coupled with lavish compensation packages. Thus, in 2011, directors and managers do not enjoy broad popularity or have wide societal support and understanding. Consequently, utterly unlike the 1980s when managers successfully resisted hostile takeovers by rhetorically championing non-investor interests, managers today have largely been unable to muster strong credible resistance to various measures heralded as “good for investors” and as a necessary countervailing force to powerful managers. Perhaps this is because more managers actually have come to agree with those investors who want corporations to mainly focus on investor well-being. Or, even if many managers disagree with such a narrow focus – and would prefer a broader, more responsible vision of corporate endeavor – perhaps they believe it is often futile (and against self-interest) to resist a share price-maximizing strategy pushed by a determined group of activists. Whatever the explanation, as the investor voice is being amplified within the modern corporation in relation to managers, this corporate governance triumph (long sought by many) simply opens a new chapter in the longstanding and broader saga of corporate responsibility: is this re-empowerment of investors, vis-à-vis managers, a socially desirable outcome?

As noted recently by Professors Bratton and Wachter, shareholder empowerment was not one of the political outcomes envisioned by Berle and Means’ iconic 1932 depiction of relationships within the modern corporation. That book certainly began with the well-known description of how stock
ownership had become separated from control, the very separation recent shareholder empowerment developments are working to overcome. Berle and Means saw tighter allegiance to shareholder interests as undoubtedly superior to unfettered managerial power, but not automatically equivalent to the most socially desirable outcome. They considered the de facto shareholder surrender of control and responsibility as meaning shareholders also had surrendered the right to have the corporation operated in their sole interest. It is highly unlikely they envisioned a 21st century world of dramatically heightened shareholder power. Bratton and Wachter believe that Berle in particular would not fundamentally alter his belief that a public corporation should broadly serve societal goals, since powerful institutional investors simply represent one set of oligarchs replacing another – corporate managers. The more basic question of corporate purpose, in other words, resurfaces yet again – in new guise – in the 21st century. Moreover, it has become even more acute than in the doldrums of the 1930s or during the 1980s takeover frenzy precisely because the shareholder voice now – unlike then – is so much more prominent within contemporary corporate governance. In apparently “solving” an internal corporate governance problem – i.e., accountability to shareholders – the rise of shareholder power unavoidably reinvites attention to broader social concerns largely neglected by corporate law’s traditionally narrow ambit of concern.

Professor Chayes, writing in 1959, likewise wrote critically – more than 50 years before the latest developments – about what he considered to be the SEC’s misguided efforts to revitalize shareholder democracy. Acknowledging that investors, of course, should be assured of full information and be protected against fraud and manipulation by those in control, Chayes was dismissive of the idea that shareholders were the best social mechanism for keeping corporate power responsible:

Of all those standing in relation to the large corporation, the shareholder is least subject to its power. Through the mechanism of the security markets, his relation to the corporation is rendered highly abstract and formal, quite limited in scope, and readily reducible to monetary terms. The market affords him a way of breaking this relation that is simple and effective. He can sell his stock, and remove himself, qua shareholder, at least from the power of the corporation.

Shareholder democracy, so-called, is misconceived because the shareholders are not the governed of the corporation whose consent must be sought. If they are, it is only in the most limited sense. Their interests are protected if financial information is made available, fraud and overreaching are prevented, and a market is maintained in which their shares may be sold. A priori, there is no reason for them to have any voice, direct or representational, in the catalogue of corporate decisions with which this paper began, decisions on prices, wages, and investment. They are no more affected than nonshareholding neighbors by these decisions.

Thus, in the second decade of the 21st century, unfolding developments in the law of corporate governance still take no direct heed of corporate responsibility concerns because corporate governance remains a closed system of just three groups – investors, directors, and managers. 20th century calls for directors and managers to be more socially responsible took place against an assumed backdrop of relative shareholder impotence, with the contested issue being how powerful corporate elites should best reconcile – in theory and practice – investor and non-investor interests to assure both financial success and societal approval. Rising shareholder power, and director-manager efforts to accommodate it, mean the historical corporate responsibility approach of focusing solely on director-manager volunteerism or
external legal regulation of the corporation needs rethinking. Perhaps calls for broadly responsible conduct will work better for private companies than those having publicly traded securities because private companies do not face such intense capital market pressures. Perhaps too the corporate responsibility focus in the public corporation will migrate (or broaden) to include calls for more fully exploring – culturally and legally – the “social responsibility” aspects of share ownership. Just as ownership of real property is far more extensively regulated than one hundred years ago, perhaps share ownership in the future will not carry unfettered rights.

In short, heightened shareholder activism of the kind witnessed today may reduce agency costs and tighten accountability of directors and managers to investors but it may also usher in new concerns. Shareholders are heterogeneous in their preferences, and empowered minority shareholders might seek special preferences for themselves, at the expense of other shareholders or stakeholders. If so, then, as has repeatedly happened before with respect to strong corporate managers, the debate will center on whether voluntary self-restraint by muscle-flexing hedge funds and other investors will suffice, or whether novel legal regulation will be called for, such as an imposition of newly-contoured fiduciary duties on active shareholders, tougher disclosure requirements, or yet other measures. If the skimpy existent mechanisms of corporate governance cannot themselves accommodate a modern society’s evolving expectations of corporate power – whether control lies in investor or manager hands, or is held jointly – then it is to be expected that renewed efforts to bring non-investor voices (and concerns) into corporate governance will begin again, or that even more extensive legal regulation addressing various kinds of such interests will be forthcoming. Nowhere is it clearer than in the very heart of the corporation – i.e., the corporate governance realm – that law plays a central role in the story of corporate responsibility.
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